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ABSTRACT

This project discusses the market situation and opportunities of sorter business for
spinning manufacturing in textile industry. An introduction is description of world
cotton market, cotton price, consumption and contamination in cotton. Cotton fiber is
the most important of all natural fibers, accounting for half of all the fibers used by the
world's textile industry but somehow contamination makes a lot of problem in textile
industries. This contamination parts include cause and effect of contamination, and
show what the contamination is, and how to eliminate them and how they make a
problem to textile manufacturer. The study includes a literature review on scope of
marketing and core marketing concept and the way to manage customer relationship. A
marketing plan helps to understand market situation, opportunity in penetrating of the
market with new technology of sorter system, and to gain market share from its
competitors. The competitive analysis shows the comparison between the existing
system and the new development system. The product description explains the detail of
the system and its competitive advantage against the competitors. We determine key
performance indicator for evaluation both marketing plan and sales force. The
recommendation is about the agreement of the first user of the new system in Thailand
to be the reference to other prospects. This agreement will help to gain more
attractiveness to the prospect customer.
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I.

1.1

INTRODUCTION

Background
Day-Tex Enterprise Limited is one of the leading company that gives full range

of products and services in textile manufacturing from spinning manufacturers to
garment producers. The company is an importer-exporter and also a manufacturer. The
product of the company are both manufacturing and non-manufacturing items. The
selling products are PVA sizing, machinery, spare parts, lubricants, auxiliary chemical
in dyeing, finishing and printing, and etc. The main income of the company is from
PVA sizing chemicals and spare parts of weaving and spinning machinery.
The company plans to get into another line of business in textile's machinery by
selling new or second hand machinery. After negotiation with the supplier in
Switzerland they introduced the innovation of the sorter machine that use in the cotton's
spinning mill to detect and eject the contaminations or foreign materials from the cotton.
Because of contamination, cotton becomes sticky and creates spinning problems as well
as creates waste by licking in rollers.
The sticky cotton can cause difficulties during ginning but the real problem
occurs at the cotton mills. Machinery can be fouled to the point that the cotton cannot be
processed. The contamination of cotton lint by insect honeydew is a serious problem for
mills and consequently reduces the price of cotton and damages the quality reputation of
entire production areas. Already low cotton prices are made more serious when
contamination problems like stickiness result in price penalties. In some areas of the
U.S., losses of $30 to $50 million have occurred in a single season due to sticky cotton.
Stickiness in turn creates problems in fabric dyeing and it causes wastage of dying
materials. Extraneous matters are not completely removed in cleaning process and
I

cotton yarn quality is affected by fragments of contamination materials which getting
embedded in yarn. Due to large wastage of raw materials, cost is inflated unnecessarily.
Our sorter system is an ideal solution to eliminate the contamination in cotton of
spinning mill. This is very high potential and opportunity in this market.
1.2

Objectives

This report will guide us and help:
To know the benefit of new technology of Sorter Machine
To know and understand the situation in existing market and new prospects
To use marketing plan to attract and satisfy target customer.
To develop and expand market effectively
For long term plan is to be number one in the market with highest market share
in sorter business and the plan will focus on selling its spare parts, services and new
sorters for new spinning plant or for the expansion of spinning line. This market plan
will help to penetrate in short term.
1.3

World Cotton Market

The China consumption estimates for 2000/01 and 2001/02 are raised 250,000
and 500,000 bales, respectively, in response to Chinese government revisions to yarn
production estimates for calendar 2001. This reduces China's 2002/03 beginning stocks
estimate by 750,000, or 5.5 percent Due to tighter supplies than previously thought and
recent strong import demand, China's 2002/03 import forecast is raised 250,000 bales to
2.25 million. China may be the world's largest importer this marketing year.
Prior year estimates are revised mainly for Tanzania. Revisions are based on
data from the Tanzanian Cotton Board and reflect a decision to account for production
during the year in which it is marketed. See Supplement A for detailed data.
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World beginning and ending stock forecasts for 2002/03 are reduced this month,
but the world production forecast is essentially unchanged and consumption and trade
forecasts are revised only marginally. The fall in forecast US. production is offset by
increases in Pakistan and Kazakhstan. World ending stocks of 37.9 million bales are 3.1
percent below last month's forecast.
After falling to a low point of 34.95 cents per pound in early November, world
prices showed some recovery. The Cotlook A Index moved upwards as the trade sought
to cover short positions and as the realization grew that some origins were unlikely to
resume pressing for new business in the short terms.
Syria was a beneficiary in the first context, selling to the trade both a substantial
carryover from the preceding season and a large proportion of its new crop in the matter
of a few weeks. Subsequently, the market has taken on a mostly flat appearance, with
the A Index hovering for several weeks at around the 43 cents per lb level.
1.4

Summary of the Cotton Supply & Demand Situation

US. Supply and Demand -The supply and demand situation for US cotton can
be summarized as one of large supplies and heavily dependent on the export market for
disappearance. Unless current production estimates are too high, stocks will remain at
high levels by the end of the current marketing year.
World Supply and Demand - Summarizing the world picture for 2002, world
cotton production is pegged at 87.4 million bales, w:ith the bulk of the reduction borne
by the United States and China. This crop, when combined with beginning stocks of
46.6 million bales, provides a total world supply of 134.0 million bales. World mill use
is expected to register significant growth and reach 96.5 million bales. With use
exceeding production by 9.1 million bales, ending stocks on July 31, 2003 would be
37.9 million bales and the world stocks to use ratio would be 39.3%.
3

1.5

World Cotton Consumption in 2003/04
World cotton consumption is expected to outpace production by 1.4 million tons

in 2003/04. The outlook for shrinking stocks combined with the anticipation of larger
net imports by China (Mainland) is leading to an increase in international prices this
season.
Market fundamentals suggest that the average Cotlook A Index will rise to 54
cents per pound in 2003/04, twelve cents, or 29%, higher than last season, which was
the lowest in three decades.
About 40% of the projected advance in prices in 2003/04 result from a forecast
IO-fold increase in net imports by China (Mainland), to 250,000 tons. Nevertheless,
prices will remain below the long-term average of 71 cents per pound for the fifth
consecutive season.
World production is expected to fall by 2.2 million tons (10%) in 2003/04 from
a record of 21.5 million tons last season. The world cotton supply (beginning stocks
plus production) is expected to decline by 1.2 million tons (4%).
Cotton Outlook's first estimate of 2003-2004 world production and
consumption will be published in February. Consumption in that season will need to
surpass output by a substantial margin, if it is to rectify even partially the supply
imbalance that has arisen this season. According to our forecasts, 2002-03 output will
exceed consumption by more than 1.4 million tonnes, and so the die would seem
already to be cast as to the potential for prices to rule strongly firmer in the short term.
Whether such a surplus is actually readily available to the market is
questionable. Some of it consists of cotton that will remain in the US government loan
(where it can stay for up to 10 months) until market conditions are more favorable.
Some is held at origins which have already sold a fair proportion of their crops
4

easing the pressure from national exchequers to sell additional quantities. The trade, if it
sees a chance of longer term price improvement, might also seek to become a carrier of
stock.
The main outstanding source of unsold supply (other than the US) would appear
to be West Africa, whose cottons compete in some instances with Australian and which,
in general, cannot afford to hold supplies too long from the market.
Rains at harvesting time affected the quality of crops in the US and other
countries, and the outlook for supply and demand of the major types of cotton is very
different from the situation facing the cotton industry as a whole.
Supply of coarse count cotton is expected to remain unchanged while supply of
fine cotton is forecast of decline by 9%. Supply of high medium and medium cottons is
expected to decline by 4% and 7%, respectively.
The outlook in the medium and finer categories should provide some support to
the Cotlook A Index during the season. In contrast, supply of extra-fine cotton is
expected to increase by 10%, leading to a decline in prices of this category.
World cotton consumption is expected to increase by 500,000 tons, or 2.5%, to
reach a record of 20. 7 million tons in 2003/04. The driving force behind the increase in
world consumption remains China (Mainland) where cotton consumption is projected
up 200, 000 tons in 2003/04 to 5. 7 million tons. Significant increases are also expected
in Pakistan and Turkey.

5

II.

2.1

LITERATURE REVIEW

Contamination of Cotton
Cotton, at its cleanest, is produced by nature. It is, however, contaminated (see

appendix) by both organic and in-organic matter as well as by insects and humans.
Contamination by aphids and white fly is called honeydew. The definition of
honeydew, as stated by the Textile Institute, Manchester, is "The result of infestation of
growing cotton by "aphids or white fly". It takes the from of more or less randomly
distributed droplets of highly concentrated sugars causing stickiness."
Hector and Hodkinson (1989) have reported that the term honeydew and
stickiness is used interchangeably by the industry. It must, however, be noted that
stickiness in cotton is not necessarily due to honeydew alone.
During the last decade, honeydew has spread to many cotton producing
countries, which is a cause for concern. Up till now detection of honeydew and its level
had been done subjectively. Recently objective testing has become available and it is
hoped that it will result in more accurate testing.
(Source: Hector, H.J. and Ian D. Hodkinson)
Generally, the quality of cotton is determined by its color, fiber length, strength,
fitness and the degree to which the cotton is from contamination. Thus among others,
one of the important factors which makes the quality of raw cotton low, is
contamination. A contamination may be an impurity; which can affect the subsequent
processes, product appearance or product quality in general. Contamination causes to
produce low quality lint cotton, yarn and manufactured goods.
Contamination of raw cotton may take place at any level

1. e.

at farm while

picking, at storage and marketing or at ginning. Cotton at the farm level is mainly
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contaminated before or at the time of picking in a number of ways. At the time of ball
opening brackish and decayed seed cotton appears. Mixed picking of these balls also
causes contamination.
Traditionally, cotton is picked by rural women manually. Besides many benefits,
a big problem of manual cotton picking is that cotton pickers are biggest source of
cotton contamination. A number of impurities like pieces of leaves, immature and
empty balls, stems, flowers, sticks and weeds, trash and dust, mix with cotton either due
to carelessness of pickers.
It is common practice among cotton pickers that while picking cotton they make

use of plastic bags and silk scarfs, which mixed with cotton, comes up as an impurity at
the time of spinning and dyeing of fiber, yarn and fabrics. Also, since cotton is mostly
picked by women, human hair is mixed with cotton at the time of picking. It creates
problems at the time of ginning, spinning and weaving and inflicts losses to the
industry. In addition, women pickers normally make use of their surplus fabrics sheet or
a cloth or polypropylene bags to collect the picked cotton. Contamination, from these,
mixes up with cotton resulting in substandard fiber. Rural women start picking cotton
early in the morning, before the dew has dried up. It affects the quality of cotton
especially at the time of making bales and storage. There are also malpractice's among
cotton pickers to add water to cotton at different intervals to increase its weight. Thus
they do get more wages but spoil the quality of cotton. Sometimes picked cotton is
stored on wet soil or in watercourses, which spoils it.
Though often picked cotton is perfect in shape, it suffers contamination
successively; first at the hands of cotton pickers and farmers and later at market and
ginning factories. Generally wages to cotton pickers are paid in the form of cotton, who
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keep the cotton at their homes until a reasonable quantity is collected to sell it in the
market.
During the storage of cotton in their homes, cotton gets too many
contaminations like human hair, toffee wrappers, birds feathers and small pieces of
fabrics, polythene bags, etc. Also color of the cotton changes if stored for a long time.
The contaminated cotton is ultimately sold out to the market in the jute or propylene
bags sewed with jute twine to be transported to the ginning factories.
It is common practice among traders that they transport cotton to market with

substandard, immature or contaminated stuff They also, considering economy of
transport, mix up cotton of two varieties or two grades of the same variety, grown in the
same locality. It causes contamination of fiber. There is also malpractice among traders
that they mix water or crystal salt to raw cotton to make cotton bags gain weight, which
leads to further contamination.
The marketing of cotton in regulated markets is conducted in the open yards in
gunny bags. Thus the cotton bags are exposed to dust, trees falls, bird dropping and rain.
Also farmers and traders many times stay for days before they selling it. This delay in
the selling makes it susceptible to risks of rainwater damages, theft, fire and further
man-made contaminations inside the yards. Cotton is transported to ginning factories in
trolleys or jute bags. After weighing, the cotton is shifted to factory courtyards to make
heaps. The labor which unloads it, do not open the bags by unsewing the jute twine but
just cutting it with knife and drop it to the heap. The small pieces of jute twine/
polypropylene mix up in cotton. To make these bags completely empty, are strongly
beaten on the heap. This causes further contamination of cotton.
(Source: http://www.pakistaneconomist.com)
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2.2

ITMF Contamination Surveys
ITMF regularly conducts surveys for contamination. The latest survey was

conducted in 1999. Names of the participating countries, number of respondents and the
number of samples/evaluations are given in Table 1.1.

Table 1.1.

ITMF' s Contamination Survey - 1999 (Source: ITMF).

Countries

Number of Respondents

Number of Samples I
Evaluations

Australia

2

2

Austria

1

2

Belgium

5

23

Brazil

11

59

Czech Rep

14

78

Egypt

1

1

France

3

25

Germany

14

146

Greece

4

30

Hungary

11

21

India

69

301

Indonesia

16

117

Italy

14

129

Japan

10

84

Korea Rep

8

53

Madagascar

1

1

Morocco

5

25

Portugal

2

27

South Africa

8

29

Spain

6

22
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Table 1.1.

ITMF' s Contamination Survey - 1999 (Source: ITMF)(Continued).

Countries

Number of Respondents

Number of Samples I
Evaluations

Switzerland

7

53

Taiwan, ROC

13

69

Turkey

15

62

U.S.A.

43

162

Sources and degree of contamination as a result of 1999 survey are given in Table 1.2.

Table 1.2.

Contamination Survey Results (Source: ITMF).

All countries/all growths

Number of samples - 1521
Degree of Contamination (o/o)

Source of Contamination

Non-existent/
Insignificant

Moderate

Serious

1. Fabrics, made of

Woven Plastic

80

14

6

2.

Plastic film

84

11

5

3.

Jute/Hesian

75

17

8

4.

Cotton

76

19

5

5. Strings, made of

Woven Plastic

75

17

8

6.

Plastic film

78

16

6

7.

Jute/Hesian

70

19

11

8.

Cotton

75

19

6

9. Organic Matter

Leaves, feathers

61

29

10

IO.Inorganic matter

Sand/dust

70

23

7

11.

Rust

82

14

4

12.

Metal wire

84

12

4

13.0ily substances

Grease/Oil

77

18

5

10
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Table 12.

Contamination Survey Results (Source: ITMF) (Continued).
Number of samples - 1521

All countries/all growths

Degree of Contamination (o/o)
Source of Contamination

Non-existent/

Moderate

Serious

Insignificant

14.

Rubber

94

5

1

15.

Stamp color

86

11

3

16.

Tar

96

11

3

79

15

6

Average of 1-16

Summary of ten years (1989 to 1999) survey results are given in Table 1.3. These
results are shown graphically in Figure 1.1.
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Degree of contamination (1989-1999) (Source: ITMF).

From the data presented in Table 2 it appears that jute/hesian (both strings and
fabrics) has emerged as one of the major sources of contamination. It passes through
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spinning and weaving but manifests itself in dyeing and causes quality problems. Time
has arrived to consider discontinuation ofhesian as a material for cotton bale wrapping.
It is proposed that cotton fabric may be used for wrapping cotton bales. It is

evident from data presented in preceding paragraphs that cotton strings and fabrics also
contaminate cotton. Although contamination from this source is low, however, it should
be reduced to a level approaching zero.
According to Ansari et al (1998) cotton is a better wrapping material than either
hesian or polypropylene. Effect of weather on the above three materials was studied and
the results are plotted in Figure 1.2.
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Effect of atmospheric exposure on fabrics (Bursting Stength - Kg/Cm2.)
(Source: Ansari 1998).
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Table 1.3.

Summary of 1989-1999 Results (Source: ITMF).
Degree of contamination%

Year

Seed-coat
Non-existent/
Insignificant

Stickiness%
Moderate

Serious

fragments%

1989

86

9

5

21

0

1991

85

11

4

27

34

1993

85

11

4

26

36

1995

87

11

5

20

39

1997

82

13

5

23

32

1999

79

15

6

20

38

Seed cotton fragments (SCF): ITMF surveys point out the fact that SCF are a
problem, which is perhaps, more serious than honeydew. It may not only be a source of
stickiness but can also cause disruption of forces acting on yarn during its ballooning
during spinning. It can cause yarn breakages not only during spinning but during
weaving as well. If SCF pass through all these processes, they may still be quality
problem for fabrics.
There are two main causes of SCF, biological and mechanical. Immature and/or
small seed (biological cause) can get caught between roller and knife or ribs and saws of
the ginning machines. Secondly, ginning machines with defective settings, high speed,
blunt or defective saws can also result in SCF. Ginning machines, therefore, merit closer
attention. Anthony (1985) has rightly stated that, "One way to increase cotton fibre
quality is to reduce trash and SCF".
(Source: Anthony, W. S.)
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2.3

Detection and Determination of Level of Stickiness
If sticky cotton is not detected and is allowed to be processed it will choke

various machines and efficiency will drop to a level where further running of machines
would no longer be economical. It is, therefore, essential to detect stickiness and take
corrective measures. Several methods like Eisner's heating method, rotor ring test, mini
card test, Shenk:ar test and thermo detector are available and have been discussed by
Hector and Hodkinson (1989).
It is essential to determine the Thresh hold level. It appears that it is difficult to
establish thresh hold level. Fixation of number of sticky points with relation to yarn
breakages and/or yam quality is possible. However, this needs in-depth study as yam
breakages due to stickiness will have to be differentiated from normal yam breakages.
Ends down as well as yarn imperfections have been studied by CIR.AD. However,
further studies are needed to arrive at an acceptable thresh hold level.

2.4

Economics of Stickiness
Sticky cotton will naturally sell at a discount depending upon the level of

stickiness. Prior to the development of H2SD no objective method for estimation was
available and the discount was based purely on buyers' whims. In this respect, Sudan's
example can be quoted. Khalifa (1982) estimated loss of US$ 15 million every crop
year due to stickiness. Present day's loss to Sudan is estimated at US$ 30 million.
Honeydew is more prevalent where only one picking is the rule. This practice
provides plenty of time to white fly and aphids to sit on the opened bolls and secrete
sugar. Two or three pickings will deprive the white fly of the time to contaminate. More
than one picking would naturally cost more, but surely the higher price of lint will more
than offset the cost of extra pickings.
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Pakistan's example can be quoted where three and some time four pickings are
customary. Although white fly is a problem, however, due to multiple pickings the
incidence of honeydew is minimal rather non-existent.
2.4.1

Effect of stickiness on ginning
Sticky Cotton tends to clog/choke the ginning machines. Khalifa and Gameel

(1982) have reported that stickiness reduces roller gin production by 10 to 15 pounds of
lint per hour. Carlson and Mohammad (1986) reported losses at ginning stage due to
extra payment to workers for frequent changing of blades/saws and reduced production.
Financial losses due to frequent replacement of blades/saws are in addition.
Use of additives: According to Hector and Hodkinson (1989) several reports are
available describing the use of chemical additives before ginning to reduce/eliminate the
effect of sugar. The chemical additives are supposed to coat the fibers thereby covering
the sugar. While the additives may tend to increase gin stand production by reducing
fiber to fiber and fiber to metal friction, the disadvantage is increased cost. However, it
is claimed that the extra cost is more than covered by less energy consumption,
increased production and enhanced lint quality.
2.4.2 Effect of stickiness on spinning
Stickiness tends to create problems not only for the ginner but for the spinner as
well. Stickiness will cause lint to stick to card clothing and draft rollers in subsequent
processes.
Sticky fibres even if they pass through the spinning back process will create
extra centrifugal forces during ballooning, causing the yarn to break. In the open end
frames stickiness will clog the turbine. No matter how we look at stickiness, it will
reduce efficiency and production to a considerable extent during spinning.
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Low humidity spinning: Low humidity will dry the sugars and they will cease to
be sticky. If, however, humidity is allowed to rise, sugars will become sticky again.
CIRAD has carried out experiments at different levels of humidity and have established
that lower the humidity better the processing of honeydew-infested cotton. Gutknecht
(1988) has also studied the effect of humidity on the processing of sticky cotton.
However, humidity can be lowered or regulated by refrigeration, which is expensive.
Mixing: Mixing sticky cotton with non-sticky cottons is another option.
Experiments conducted by Gutknecht and Fournier (1988) indicated that low sticky
cottons could be mixed up to 20% in the blend with non-sticky cottons,. which would
then spin at an acceptable level of efficiency. Hector and Hodkinson ( 1989) have quoted
some Italian experiments, which were reported in Bremen Report (1988).
Additives: Perkins (1986) and others reported by Hector and Hodkinson (1989)
have stated that some American mills used additives to control processing problems
caused by honey dew. Hughes et al (2000) has reported that certain chemicals, when
applied at the gin stage, not only improved ginning but also facilitated processing during
spinning as well.
2.4.3

Effect of stickiness on weaving
Stickiness has minimal effect on warp as it is usually sized and the sugar present

gets either dissolved in the hot size mix or is covered by it. However, in weft, sugar
starts building up in shuttle, gripper or air jet and weaving efficiency drops to a level
where it becomes uneconomic to continue weaving. Frequent cleaning of wefts passage
would, therefore, be required. This is time consuming and expensive.
(Source: Hector, H.J. and IanD. Hodkinson (1989): Khalifa, H. and O.I. Gameel (1982)
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2.5

Cotton Fiber Quality
No other material is quite like cotton. It is the most important of all natural

fibers, accounting for half of all the fibers used by the world's textile industry.
Cotton has many qualities that make it the best choice for countless uses:
Cotton fibers have a natural twist that makes them so suitable for spinning into a
very strong yarn.
The ability of water to penetrate right to the core of the fiber makes it easy to
remove dirt from the cotton garments, and creases are easily removed by ironing.
Cotton fabric is soft and comfortable to wear close to skin because of its good moisture
absorption qualities. Charges of static electricity do not build up readily on the clothes.
Two simple words, fiber quality, mean quite different things to cotton growers
and to cotton processors. No after-harvest mechanisms are available to either growers or
processors that can improve intrinsic fiber quality.
Most cotton production research by physiologists and agronomists has been
directed toward improving yields, so the few cultural-input strategies suggested for
improving fiber quality during the production season are of limited validity. Thus,
producers have limited alternatives in production practices that might result in fibers of
acceptable quality and yield without increased production costs.
Fiber processors seek to acquire the highest quality cotton at the lowest price,
and attempt to meet processing requirements by blending bales with different average
fiber properties. Of course, bale averages for fiber properties do not describe the fiberquality ranges that can occur within the bales or the resulting blends. Further, the natural
variability among cotton fibers unpredictably reduces the processing success for blends
made up of low-priced, lower-quality fibers and high-priced, higher-quality fibers.
Blends that fail to meet processing specifications show marked increases in
17

processing disruptions and product defects that cut into the profits of the yarn and textile
manufacturers. Mill owners do not have sufficient knowledge of the role classing-office
fiber properties play in determining the outcome of cotton spinning and dyeing
processes.
Even when a processor is able to make the connection between yarn and fabric
defects and increased proportions of low-quality fibers, producers have no way of
explaining why the rejected bales failed to meet processing specifications when the bale
averages for important fiber properties fell within the acceptable ranges.

If, on the other hand, the causes of a processing defect are unknown, neither the
producer nor the processor will be able to prevent or avoid that defect in the future. Any
future research that is designed to predict, prevent, or avoid low-quality cotton fibers
that cause processing defects in yarn and fabric must address the interface between
cotton production and cotton processing.
Every bale of cotton produced in the USA crosses that interface via the USDAAMS classing offices, which report bale averages of quantified fiber properties. Indeed,
fiber-quality data reports from classing offices are designed as a common quantitative
language that can be interpreted and understood by both producers and processors. But
the meaning and utility of classing-office reports can vary, depending on the instrument
used to evaluate.
Fiber maturity is a composite of factors, including inherent genetic fineness
compared with the perimeter or cross section achieved under prevailing growing
conditions and the relative fiber cell-wall thickness and the primary -to- secondary fiber
cell-wall ratio, and the time elapsed between flowering and boll opening or harvest.
While all the above traits are important to varying degrees in determining processing
success, none of them appear in classing-office reports.
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Micronaire, which is often treated as the fiber maturity measurement in classingoffice data, provides an empirical composite of fiber cross section and relative wall
thickening. But laydown blends that are based solely on bale-average micronaire will
vary greatly in processing properties and outcomes.
Cotton physiologists who follow fiber development can discuss fiber
chronological maturity in terms of days after floral anthesis. But, they must quantify the
corresponding fiber physical maturity as micronaire readings for samples pooled across
several plants, because valid micronaire determinations require at least 1Og. of
individualized fiber.
Some fiber properties, like length and single fiber strength, appear to be simple
and easily understood terms. But the bale average length reported by the classing office
does not describe the range or variability of fiber lengths that must be handled by the
spinning equipment processing each individual fiber from the highly variable fiber
population found in that bale.
Even when a processing problem can be linked directly to a substandard fiber
property, surprisingly little is known about the causes of variability in fiber shape and
maturity. For example:
Spinners can see the results of excessive variability in fiber length or strength
when manifested as yarn breaks and production halts. Knitters and weavers can see the
knots and slubs or holes that reduce the value of fabrics made from defective yarns that
were spun from poor-quality fiber.
Inspectors of dyed fabrics can see the unacceptable color streaks and specks
associated with variations in fiber maturity and the relative dye-uptake success.
The grower, ginner, and buyer can see variations in color or trash content of
ginned and baled cotton. But there are no inspectors or instruments that can see or
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predict any of the above quality traits of fibers while they are developing in the boll.
There is no definitive reference source, model, or database to which a producer can turn
for information on how cultural inputs could be adapted to the prevailing growth
conditions of soil fertility, water availability, and weather (temperature, for example) to
produce higher quality fiber.
The scattered research publications that address fiber quality, usually in
conjunction with yield improvement, are confusing because their measurement
protocols are not standardized and results are not reported in terms that are meaningful
to either producers or processors. Thus, physiological and agronomic studies of fiber
quality frequently widen, rather than bridge, the communication gap between cotton
producers and processors.
This overview assembles and assesses current literature citations regarding the
quantitation of fiber quality and the manner in which irrigation, soil fertility, weather,
and cotton genetic potential interact to modulate fiber quality. The ultimate goal is to
provide access to the best answers currently available to the question of what causes the
annual and regional fiber quality variations.
From the physiologist's perspective, the fiber quality of a specific cotton
genotype is a composite of fiber shape and maturity properties that depend on complex
interactions among the genetics and physiology of the plants producing the fibers and
the growth environment prevailing during the cotton production season.
Fiber shape properties, particularly length and diameter, are largely dependent
on genetics. Fiber maturity properties, which are dependent on deposition of
photosynthate in the fiber cell wall, are more sensitive to changes in the growth
environment. The effects of the growth environment on the genetic potential of a
genotype modulate both shape and maturity properties to varying degrees.
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Anatomically, a cotton fiber is a seed hair, a single hyperelongated cell arising
from the protodermal cells of the outer integument layer of the seed coat. Like all living
plant cells, developing cotton fibers respond individually to fluctuations in the macroand microenvironments. Thus, the fibers on a single seed constitute continua of fiber
length, shape, cell-wall thickness, and physical maturity.
Environmental variations within the plant canopy, among the individual plants,
and within and among fields ensure that the fiber population in each boll, indeed on
each seed, encompasses a broad range of fiber properties and that every bale of cotton
contains a highly variable population of fibers.
Successful processing of cotton lint depends on appropriate management during
and after harvest of those highly variable fiber properties that have been shown to affect .
finished-product quality and manufacturing efficiency. If fiber-blending strategies and
subsequent spinning and dyeing processes are to be optimized for specific end-uses and
profitability, production managers in textile mills need accurate and effective
descriptive and predictive quantitative measures of both the means and the ranges of
these highly variable fiber properties.
In the USA, the components of cotton fiber quality are usually defined as those
properties reported for every bale by the classing offices of the USDA-AMS, which
currently include length, length uniformity index, strength, micronaire, color as
reflectance (Rd) and yellowness (+b), and trash content, all quantified by the High
Volume Instrument (HVI) line. The classing offices· also provide each bale with the
more qualitative classers' color and leaf grades and with estimates of preparation
(degree of roughness of ginned lint) and content of extraneous matter.
The naturally wide variations in fiber quality, in combination with differences in
end-use requirements, result in significant variability in the value of the cotton lint to
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the processor. Therefore, a system of premiums and discounts has been established to
denote a specified base quality. In general, cotton fiber value increases as the bulkaveraged fibers increase in whiteness (+Rd), length, strength, and micronaire; and
discounts are made for both low mike (micronaire less than 3.5) and high mike
(micronaire more than 4.9).
Ideal fiber-quality specifications favored by processors traditionally have been
summarized thusly: "as white as snow, as long as wool, as strong as steel, as fine as silk,
and as cheap as hell." These specifications are extremely difficult to incorporate into a
breeding program or to set as goals for cotton producers. Fiber-classing technologies in
use and being tested allow quantitation of fiber properties, improvement of standards for
end-product quality, and, perhaps most importantly, creation of a fiber-quality language
and system of fiber-quality measurements that can be meaningful and useful to
producers and processors alike.
(Source: http://www.cotton.org)
2.6

Core Marketing Concepts (Source: Kotler, Philip. Marketing Management)
Marketing can be further understood by defining several of its core concepts.

2.6.1

Target Markets and Segmentation
A marketer can rarely satisfy everyone in a market. Not everyone likes the same

soft drink, hotel room, restaurant, automobile, college, and movie. Therefore, marketers
start by dividing up the market. They identify and profile distinct groups of buyers who
might prefer or require varying product and services mixes. Market segments can be
identified by examining demographic, psychographic, and behavioral differences among
buyers. The marketer then decides which segments present the greatest opportunitywhich are its target markets. For each chosen target market, the firm develops a market
offering. The offering is positioned in the minds of the target buyers as delivering some
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central benefit. For example, Volvo develops its cars for buyers to whom automobile
safety is a major concern. Volvo, therefore, positions its car as the safest a customer can
buy.
Traditionally, a "market" was a physical place where buyers and sellers gathered
to buy and sell goods. Economists now describe a market as a collection of buyers and
sellers who transact over a particular product or product class (the housing market or
grain market); but marketers view the sellers as constituting the industry and the buyers
as constituting the market.
2.6.2 Needs, Wants, and Demands
The marketer must try to understand the target market's needs, wants, and
demands. Needs are the basic human requirements. People need food, air, water,
clothing, and shelter to survive. People also have strong needs for recreation, education,
and entertainment. These needs become wants when they are directed to specific objects
that might satisfy the need. An American needs food but wants a hamburger, French
fires, and a soft drink. A person in Mauritius needs food but wants a mango, rice, lentils,
and beans. Wants are shaped by one's society. Demands are wants for specific products
backed by an ability to pay. Many people want a Mercedes; only a few are able and
wiling to buy one. Companies must measure not only how many people want their
product but also how many would actually be willing and able to buy it.
These distinctions shed light on the :frequent criticism that "marketers create
needs" or " marketers get people to buy things they don't want." Marketers do not
create needs: Needs preexist marketers. Marketers, along with other societal factors,
influence wants. Marketers might promote the idea that a Mercedes would satisfy a
person's need for social status. They do not, however, create the need for social status.
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2.6.3

Product, Offering, and Brand
Companies address needs by putting forth a value proposition, a set of benefits

they offer to customers to satisfy their needs. The intangible value proposition is made
physical by an offering, which can be a combination of products, services, information,
and experiences.
A brand is an offering from a known source. A brand name such as McDonald's
carries many associations in the minds of people: hamburgers, fun, children, fast food,
Golden Arches. These associations make up the brand image. All companies strive to
build brand strength-that is, a strong, favorable brand image.
2.6.4

Value and Satisfaction
The offering will be successful if it delivers value and satisfaction to the target

buyer. The buyer chooses between different offerings on the basis of which is perceived
to deliver the most value. Value can be seen as primarily a combination of quality,
service, and price (QSP), called the customer value triad. Value increases with quality
and service and decreases with price.
More specifically, we can define value as a ratio between what the customer gets
and what he gives. The customer gets benefits and assumes costs. The benefits include
functional benefits and emotional benefits. The costs include monetary cost, time costs,
energy costs, and psychic costs. Thus value is given by:
Value= Benefits =
Costs

Functional benefits+ Emotional benefits
Monetary costs + Time costs +Energy costs + Psychic costs

The marketer can increase the value of the customer offering in several ways
such as raise benefits, reduce costs, raise benefits and reduce costs, raise benefits by
more than the raise in costs, and lower benefits by less than the reduction in costs.
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The customer who is choosing between two value offerings, Vl and V2, will
examine the ratio Vl: V2. She will favor Vl if the ratio is larger than one; she will favor
V2 if the ratio is smaller than one; and she will be indifferent ifthe ratio equals one.
2.6.5

Marketing Channels
To reach a target market, the marketer uses three kinds of marketing channels.

Communication channels deliver and receive messages form target buyers, and include
newspapers, magazines, radio, television, mail, telephone, billboards, posters, fliers,
CDs, audiotapes, and the Internet. Beyond these, communications are conveyed by
facial expressions and clothing, the look of retail stores, and many other media.
Marketers are increasingly adding dialogue channels (e-mail and toll-free numbers) to
counterbalance the more normal monologue channels (such as ads).
The marketer uses distribution channels to display, sell, or deliver the physical
product or service to the buyer or user. They include distributors, wholesalers, retailers,
and agents.
The marketer also uses service channels to carry out transactions with potential
buyers. Service channels include warehouses, transportation companies, banks, and
insurance companies that facilitate transactions. Marketers clearly face a design
problem in choosing the best mix of communication, distribution, and service channels
for their offerings.
2.6.6

Competition
Competition includes all the actual and potential rival offerings and substitutes

that a buyer might consider.
We can broaden the picture further by distinguishing four levels of competition,
based on the degree of product substitutability:
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Brand competition: A company sees its competitors as other companies offering
similar products and services to the same customers at similar prices. Volkswagen
might see its major competitors as Toyota, Honda, Renault, and other manufacturers of
medium-priced automobiles. It would not see itself as competing with Mercedes or with
Hyundai.
Industry competition: A company sees its competitors as all companies making
the same product or class of products. Volkswagen would see itself as competing
against all other automobile manufacturers.
Form competition: A company sees its competitors as all compames
manufacturing products that supply the same service. Volkswagen would see itself
competing against not only other automobile manufacturers, but also against
manufacturers of motorcycles, bicycles, and trucks.
Generic competition: A company sees its competitors as all companies that
compete for the same consumer dollars. Volkswagen would see itself competing with
companies that sell major consumer durables, foreign vacations, and new homes.
2.6.7 Marketing Environment
Competition represents only one force in the environment in which the marketer
operates. The marketing environment consists of the task environment and the broad
environment.
The task environment includes the immediate actors involved in producing,
distributing, and promoting the offering. The main actors are the company, suppliers,
distributors, dealers, and the target customers. Included in the supplier group are
material suppliers and service suppliers such as marketing research agencies,
advertising

agencies,

banking

and

insurance

companies,

transportation,

and

telecommunications companies. Included with distributors and dealers are agents,
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brokers, manufacturer representatives, and others who facilitate finding and selling to
customers.
The broad environment consists of six components: demographic environment,
economic environment, natural environment, technological environment, political-legal
environment, and social-cultural environment. These environments contain forces that
can have a major impact on the actors in the task environment. Market actors must pay
close attention to the trends and developments in these environments and make timely
adjustments to their marketing strategies.

2. 7

Marketing Program

The marketer's task is to build a marketing program or plan to achieve the
company's desired objectives. The marketing program consists of numerous decisions
on the mix of marketing tools to use. The marketing mix is the set of marketing tools the
firm uses to pursue its marketing objectives in the target market. McCarthy classified
these tools into four broad groups that he called the four Ps of marketing: product, price,
place, and promotion.
The firm can change its price, sales force size, and advertising expenditures in
the short run. It can develop new products and modify its distribution channels only in
the long run. Thus the firm typically makes fewer period-to-period marketing-mix
changes in the short run than the number of marketing-mix decision variables might
suggest.
Note that the four Ps represent the sellers' view of the marketing tools available
for influencing buyers. From a buyer's point of view, each marketing tool is designed to
deliver a customer benefit. Robert Lauterborn suggested that the sellers' four Ps
correspond to the customers' four Cs.
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FourPs

Four Cs

Product

Customer solution

Price

Customer cost

Place

Convenience

Promotion

Communication

Winning companies will be those that can meet customer needs economically
and conveniently and with effective communication.
2.8

Attracting and Retaining Customers
In addition to working with partners-called partner relationship management

(PRM)-many companies are intent on developing stronger bonds with their customerscalled customer relationship management (CRM). This is the process of managing
detailed information about individual customers and carefully managing all the
customer "touchpoints" with the aim of maximizing customer loyalty.
Attracting customers
Today's customers are becoming harder to please. They are smarter, more price
conscious, more demanding, less forgiving, and they are approached by many more
competitors with equal or better offers. The challenge, according to Jeffrey Gitomer, is
not to produce satisfied customers; several competitors can do this. The challenge is to
produce delighted and loyal customers.
Companies seeking to expand their profits and sales have to spend considerable
time and resources searching for new customers. To generate leads, the company
develops ads and places them in media that will reach new prospects; it sends direct
mail and makes phone calls to possible new prospects; its sales people participate in
trade shows where they might find new leads; and so on. All this activity produces a list
of suspects. The next task is to identify which suspects are really good prospects, by
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interviewing them, checking on their financial standing, and so on. Then it I time to
send out the salespeople.
2.8.1

The Need for Customer Retention
Unfortunately, most marketing theory and practice centers on the art of

attracting new customers rather than on retaining and cultivating existing ones. The
emphasis traditionally has been on making sales rather than building relationships; on
preselling and selling rather than caring for the customer afterward. A company would
be wise to measure customer satisfaction regularly, because the key to customer
retention is customer satisfaction.
A highly satisfied customer stays loyal longer, buys more as the company
introduces new products and upgrades existing products, talks favorably about the
company and its products, pays less attention to competing brands and is less sensitive
to price, offers product or service ideas to the company, and costs less to serve than new
customers because transactions are routing.
Some companies think they are getting a sense of customer satisfaction by
tallying customer complaints, but 96 percent of dissatisfied customers don't complain;
many just stop buying. The best thing a company can do is to make it easy for the
customer to complain. Suggestion forms and toll-free numbers and e-mail addresses
serve this purpose. The 3M Company claims that over two-thirds of its productimprovement ideas come from listening to customer complaints. Listening is not
enough, however. The company must respond quickly and constructively to the
complaints. Of the customers who register a complaint, between 54 and 70 percent will
do business again with the organization if their complaint is resolved. The figure goes
up to a staggering 95% if the customer feels that the complaint was resolved quickly.
Customers who have complained to an organization and had their complaints
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satisfactorily resolved tell an average of five people about the good treatment they
received.
Today, more compames are recognizing the importance of satisfying and
retaining customers. Satisfied customers constitute the company's relationship capital.
If the company were to be sold, the acquiring company would have to pay not only for

the plant and equipment and the brand name, but also for the delivered customer base,
namely, the number and value of the customers who would do business with the new
firm. Here are some interesting facts bearing. on customer retention.
Acquiring new customers can cost five times more than the costs involved in
satisfying and retaining current customers. It requires a great deal of effort to induce
satisfied customers to switch away from their current suppliers. The average company
loses 10 percent of its customers each year. A 5 percent reduction in the customer
defection rate can increase profits by 25 percent to 85 percent, depending on the
industry. The customer profit rate tends to increase over the life of the retained
customer.
2.8.2 Customer Relationship Management (CRM) (Source: Kotler, Philip. Marketing
Management)
The aim of customer relationship management (CRM) is to product high
customer equity. Customer equity is the total of the discounted lifetime values of all of
the firm's customers. Clearly, the more loyal the customers, the higher the customer
equity. Rust, Zeithaml, and Lemon distinguish three drivers of customer equity: value
equity, brand equity, and relationship equity.
Value equity is the customer's objective assessment of the utility of an offering
based on perceptions of its benefits relative to its costs. The subdrivers of value equity
are quality, price, and convenience. Each industry has to define the specific factors
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underlying each subdriver in order to find programs to improve value equity. An airline
passenger might define quality as seat width; a hotel guest might define quality as room
size. Value equity makes the biggest contribution to customer equity when products are
differentiated and when they are more complex and need to be evaluated. Value equity
especially drives customer equity in business markets.
Brand equity is the customer's subjective and intangible assessment of the
brand, above and beyond its objectively perceived value. The subdrivers of brand equity
are customer brand awareness, customer attitude toward the brand, and customer
perception of brand ethics. Companies use advertising, public relations, and other
communication tools to affect these subdrivers. Brand equity is more important than the
other drivers of customer equity where products are less differentiated and have more
emotional impact.
Relationship equity is the customer's tendency to stick with the brand, above
and beyond objective and subjective assessments of its worth. Subdrivers of relationship
equity building programs, and knowledge-building programs. Relationship equity is
especially important where personal relationships count for a lot and where customers
tend to continue with suppliers out of habit or inertia.
This formulation integrates value management, brand management, and
relationship management within a customer-centered focus. Companies can decide
which driver( s) to strengthen for the best payoff The researchers believe they can
measure and compare the financial return of alternative investments. Companies now
have a better :framework for choosing strategies and actions based on which would
provide the best return on marketing investments.
The starting point is everyone who might conceivably buy the product or service
(suspects). From these the company determines the most likely prospects, which it
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hopes to convert into first-time customers, and then into repeat customers, and then into
clients-people whom the company treats very specially and knowledgeably. The next
challenge is to turn clients into members by starting a membership program that offers
benefits to customers who join, and then into advocates, customers who enthusiastically
recommend the company and its products and services to others. The ultimate challenge
is to turn advocates into partners.
Some customers inevitably become inactive or drop out. The challenge is to
reactivate dissatisfied customers through win-back strategies. It is often easier to
reattract ex-customers (because the company knows their names and histories) than to
find new ones. The key is to analyze the causes of customer defection through exit
interviews and lost customer surveys. The aim is to win back only those customers who
have strong profit potential.
How much should a company invest in building loyalty so that the costs do not
exceed the gains? We need to distinguish five different levels of investment in customer
relationship building:
Basic marketing: The sales person simply sells the product.
Reactive marketing: The salesperson sells the product and encourages the customer to
call if he or she has questions, comments, or complaints.
Accountable marketing: The salesperson phones the customer to check whether the
product is meeting expectations. The sales person also asks the customer for any
product or service improvement suggestions and any specific disappointments.
Proactive marketing: The salesperson contacts the customer from time to time with
suggestions about improved product uses or new products.
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Partnership marketing: The company works continuously with its large customers to

help improve their performance. (General Electric, for example, has stationed engineers
at large utilities to help them produce more power.)
Most companies practice only basic marketing when their markets contain many
customers and their unit profit margins are small. Whirlpool is not going to phone each
washing machine buyer to express appreciation. At best, it may set up a customer hot
line. At the other extreme, in markets with few customers and high profit margins, most
sellers will move toward partnership marketing. Boeing, for example, works closely
with American Airlines in designing airplanes that fully satisfy American's
requirements.
The best relationship marketing going on today is driven by technology. GE
Plastics could not target its e-mail effectively to different customers if it were not for
advances in database software. Dell Computer could not customize computer ordering
for its global corporate customers without advances in Web technology. Companies are
using e-mail, Web sites, call centers, databases, and database software to foster
continuous contact between company and customer.
(Source: Kotler, Philip. Marketing Management)
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3.1

SITUATION ANALYSIS

Company Profile
LOPTEX, Como originally was established in 1956 as the Italian Branch of

LOEPFE Brothers, W etzikon I Switzerland. At that time it was fully committed as an
agency to the Italian Textile Industry and further did on request develop and produce
custom-made electronic devices. Then in 1994 it became an independent company, fully
committed to research, development and production of quality control devices for the
spinning industry. We mainly concentrate on niche products.
Our today's main production line includes an Autoleveller for short staple cotton
type cards and a Sorting System for the detection and elimination of foreign matters to
be introduced in the Blow Room lines.
Loptex has developed and is marketing since 1997 an innovative system for
detection of foreign fiber in the blow rooms, called SORTER It is based on a patent
held by CSIRO I Australia. The same company has given Loepfe the patent for their
colored yarn clearer YM900. As you can see from our past, we know what foreign
matters mean to the mills. Our sorter is a very compact system and was world wide the
first one that uses air valves instead of flaps to remove the contamination. This made it
possible to introduce the system entirely into the flow of the blow room line, without
slowing down the material speed. The system can be adapted easily to nearly all lines.
Different versions adapted for all situations are available.
Up to now, we have installed almost 200 systems of sorter in countries as Italy,
Switzerland, Austria, Spain, Germany, Portugal, France, Turkey, Mexico, Egypt, Korea,
Taiwan, Morocco, Bahrain, Guatemala, India and Pakistan.
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3.2

Market Evaluation

Makers of cotton yarn are optimistic that the year ahead will bring increased
demand and productivity, despite some complications. Suppliers forecast that fancy
yarn and cotton blend yam will gain popularity. Even so, demand for pure cotton yam
would always remain strong. Core-spun yam and compact yarn are the coming trends.
Blended yarn with increased luster and strength will be in vogue during 2003 as
industry trends move toward wrinkle-free wash-and-wear clothing. Moreover, fancy
yarn such as crimped, boucle, chenille and popcorn types are seasonal favorites and they
depend on the latest fashions in Western countries.
There is good demand for cotton yarn in blends of nylon, polyester, acrylic,
viscose and wool. Specialty yarns like cotton core-spun versions with DuPont Lycra and
Korean spandex are also available. Each year they account for around 15 percent of the
company's total yarn production. Cotton/Coolmax blend, for which the company is
DuPont's only India-based authorized spinner, is used in the production of sportswear
and socks. The yarn is absorbent and quick-drying. "Despite such innovations, however,
demand for 100 percent cotton yarn would always remain"
Spinners have the raw materials and production support that enable them to meet
demand. The situation is not perfect, though. Growing demand both in the domestic and
international markets is putting pressure on makers. Cotton yarn companies thus know
they must depend more heavily on the continued availability of raw materials and cheap
skilled labor. They also need promises of a reliable infrastructure and continued
incentives from state governments. Another concern of suppliers is possible
contamination of raw materials due to non-mechanized harvesting of cotton. The larger
companies have taken it upon themselves to educate and reward farmers, ginners and
workers that comply with methods which avoid contamination.
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Makers said the price of raw cotton has increased. How this would affect quotes
of cotton yam is hard to predict, they added, because demand is always the biggest
determining factor. Nevertheless, they anticipate an increase of approximately 5
percent.
Despite some concerns, the mood of the cotton yam industry remains upbeat.
Companies appear to be satisfied with output. The company's advantages are product
range, customized packaging, and software tie-ups with Japanese and Korean
professionals that help monitor and maintain product quality.
Not all end products are equally sensitive to foreign material in the yarn, but the
demands imposed on yam quality have increased with the introduction of systems that
can remove foreign material. Detailed studies have revealed that many impurities are
already removed by normal blowroom machinery. However, the larger and lighter the
items of foreign material are, the greater the likelihood that they cannot be removed by
means of gravity. They are carried with the material as far as the fine cleaner and the
card, where they are reduced in size and then distributed over large quantities of
material by the customary drafting and doubling processes.
Most of the spinning mills buy raw cotton from many sources and mix higher
quality of cotton with lower quality of cotton due to cost saving. The best quality of
cotton is from USA and Australia. These sources of cotton was claimed the least
contamination compare to others. The low quality of cotton is from Pakistan, India,
China, Africa and Egypt which contamination are the worst.
They use their workers to detect the contamination (see appendix) in cotton by
hand picking. The workers are sitting on the trail where the cotton is passing through.
They hook the cotton up and try to find foreign materials and take it out. It is very hard
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and ineffective to detect the contamination by the human eyes. The colorless plastic or
polypropylene is one of the biggest contamination problems in cotton.
Every spinning mill suffers from contamination of cotton in producing cotton
yarn. If their customer found problem in dyeing or damage in their fabric, they would
claim not only the flaw one but the whole lot. Most of the spinning mills are afraid of
that. They might lose their reputation and some customer to the competitors. In
European~

it is now against the law by using people to detect such a cont,amination due

to their health protection. So most of them are looking for high technology machine
called "Sorter" to install in their spinning mill in place of using people due to reduce the
problem of contamination, get high quality of cotton, higher speed of production,
protect their worker's health and to be competitive in the markets.
For the yarn producer the question arises of where he can ideally react to the
demands and expectations of his customers.
3.3

Market Targets

There are approximately 146 sp1nnmg mills, according to Thailand Textile
Development Organization, in Thailand. They produced Cotton, Rayon, Polyester,
Nylon, Silk, or blended yams. Rayon, Polyester and Nylon are man-made fibers which
contaminations is very less problem. There are almost 100 spinning mills of 100%
cotton producers. Each mill has average 3 spinning lines so that means there is an
opportunity to sell up to three machines to them.
We will focus on 100% cotton yarn producers.whose has much concerned about
contamination in raw cottons.
3.4

Competition

There are four competitors of sorter in the market, Jossi, Barco, Tatsumi and
Truztschler. All of competitors use cameras with digital image processing are scanning
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the colors of the passing cotton tufts and transferring the collected data through a
fiberglass cable to the image processing unit for the detection and removal of
contamination from raw cotton in the blow line, which is completely different from
Loptex system.
Our competitor (Jossi) entered the market about two years before us. Jossi is the
first one who entered the market and offered Vision Shield system. The market leader is
belonged to Jossi. They have cooperated with one of the most famous spinning line
machine branded Rieter. Rieter is well known and be a very good reference for
marketing of Jossi. They also include sorter system in the line and sell together with
special price to manufacturers whose want to buy new spinning machine. Truztschler
does not sell separate sorter but install inside the spinning machine and offer the whole
new line to customers.
According to survey and interview with the customers by sales forces, The sorter
of Barco(Barco Vision) and Truztschler(Securomat) have not installed any system in
Thailand yet. Tatsumi sorters have been installed 3 systems in Thailand. But Tatsumi
does not popular. Only one Japanese's spinning mill bought this system because of their
relationship. Jossi is now the market leader. They have installed up to now 12 machines
in Thailand. We also received useful information that customers who are currently using
Jossi System, They are not happy with such systems. Some customer said it works just
50% of the performance they expected. Some of them even said having such a system
is like having nothing.

3.5

Marketing Research
This project uses the descriptive and survey research from 2 sources of data The

information we received, help us to know market situation included the opportunity to
get into the market.
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Primary Data is collected from using an interview methodology by interviewing factory
manager, technician, managing director of cotton spinning manufacturing.
Secondary Data is collected from the internet, journal, documents, brochures, and etc.
3.6

Product Description

3.6.1

Description ofLoptex Sorter
The Loptex Sorter integrates the detection and rejection system of foreign fibers

and foreign material into the ducts of the preparation line with no alteration to the
material transport speed_
A rectangular section leads to the measuring field. Standard fluorescent light
tubes and photosensor arrays are located on both sides of the fiber flow. The light levels
detected relate to the differences in brightness between contamination and normal fiber.
Instantaneously, after detection, the contaminated material is ejected into a waste
container by means of high speed valves. The waste container will be emptied
periodically by the central waste collection system. In order to check the performance of
the system as well as the degree of contamination, the ejected material can be deviated
into a waste bag.
An industrial computer offers a users friendly interface. The sensibility can be

manually set and the computer will automatically adjust the system to the color and
brightness of the raw material. Eventual changes in color and brightness are also
automatically adjusted. Settings will be memorized according to qualities and can easily
be reactivated. Every contamination will be classified according to its size and
memorized. Optional software permits the remote control of several installations as well
as a trend analysis by qualities and types of defects.
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3.6.2

Inside the elegantly styled unit are the following main components
(a)

A really compact measuring section consisting of two arrays of 128

individual sensors each.
(b)

An ejection section of 56 individually controlled high speed pneumatic

valves at only a very short distance (around 300 mm) from the measuring section,
including waste bin and automatic waste removal system.
(c)

Industrial PC for command and control of the :whole working process, all

menu guided. Only a few details: ADruST: initial build-up of a reference colors during
the first two minutes of the start up and a constant fine adjust in very short intervals
during the whole working process.
Memory: for machine data, set-up and production data Up to I 0 cotton
assortments can be memorized.
Automatic Controls: continuous controls of the most important functions and
parameters of the system. They trigger alarms when the functions and parameters go
outside of set limits.
Manual Controls: automatic and individual controls to be called manually at any
time.
Interface: to connect the alarms to outside alarm systems.
Help: menu for trouble shooting.
Interface: for bi-directional communication with a central computer (optional).
User Panel: accessible from outside.
3.6.3

Function
Detection: The measuring channel is made of Plexiglas and is transparent. The

raw material has to pass through it by aspiration (suction). From each side 6 normal
white fluorescent lamps illuminate the passing material through the Plexiglas. Between
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the lamps from both sides an array of 128 sensors, located side by side, measure the
light reflected by the passing raw material. Each sensor is completely shielded and
receives the light trough a separate channel snug up against the Plexiglas from a
distance of only 200 mm. Each sensor covers roughly 10 mm of the total width of the
measuring channel.
Signal evaluation: Receiving the full light of the lamps without passing material,
the sensors let pas a certain voltage. The reference color will let pass a slightly lower
voltage. That means, the lower the color is the less voltage will pass. Whenever
something darker than the reference color passes in front of one or more sensors, a sharp
drop in the voltage will occur. This drop in voltage goes immediately to the PC on
board of the sorter, where it will be confronted with the sensibility level. In case the
signal is lower the PC triggers the corresponding expulsion valves.
Reference color: At the start up of a new cotton assortment a reference value has
to be set. This is done by activating the "adjust" on the control panel. The industrial PC
on board of the sorter will then memorize for 2 minutes all the different passing colors
and build up a reference color as the basic color of the processed material. The system is
self teaching and does afterwards continuously a fine adjust every 2 minutes. The
system can memorize up to 10 different reference colors.
Sensibility level: A sensibility level has to be set. It is the level where the PC
triggers the ejection valves. These will be instruction by our technicians during the startup.
Expulsion of the contamination: At a short distance of around 30 cm an array of
56 high speed electronically controlled pneumatic valves is seamlessly covering the
whole width of the measuring channel. Within 5 milliseconds of the detection of a
contamination the PC receives the signal, evaluates from which sensors the signal
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comes and calculates how many and which pneumatic valves have to be activated. The
valves are under a steady pressure of 6 to 8 bars. The selected ones open for a short
moment and expel the contamination into the waste collection box. The timing and the
expulsion time is settable. The total air consumption is around 60 normal liters per hour.
The high number of sensors (2 x 128) and the quantity (58) of valves guarantee a small
loss of good material. Naturally it depends of the number of expulsions, the state of
opening of the cotton and of the number of ejections. The loss is usually from 0.1 % for
clean cotton to 0.4 % for very contaminated cotton. We literally work spot wise like on
a target shooting range.
Removal of the waste: The waste collection box has on each side a shutter
(Guillotine). To one of them is collected a tube which leads to a ventilator, a filter and
collection bag. The timing of the removal can be set.
3 .6.4 Flexibility
The Single Sorter is the basic system. It can be built with variations to be
adapted to the specific needs of the mills.
(a)

Integral for Trutzschler and Crosrol.

For these lines we have designed the Integral version. The standard Single Sorter
is already the smallest and less space consuming system available on the market. The
Integral version needs even less space because it is partially fitted on top of the CVT
and Crosrol openers. Due to this design it fits excellently into the material flow. The
passage through the sorter is just about the continuation of the delivery of the CVT and
the Crosrol openers. Therefore a minimum of additional tubing will be necessary and
most important no additional deviations may create friction.
Trutzschler has examined our system and officially approved it for integration in
their opening line. Nevertheless they are offering their SCFO in direct competition with
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us. The SCFO, however, is a combination of a deduster with a contamination extraction
system. It replaces the present Dustex. Most customers have already a Dustex systems
in their existing lines and will not be interested to replace them, in particular because the
SCFO is substantially more expensive.
(b)

Tandem for Rieter.

Frequently a bale opener will feed two lines. In case of a position at the end of
the line this means that the customer will have to purchase two machines. Even though
this investment is justified by a superior performance, it still does mean a larger
investment. For these cases we are proposing our Tandem version. This machine will
process two qualities simultaneously and independently of each other. The classical
application is with Rieter split lines of a maximum production of 400 kg each.
(c)

Sorter HP

The option "Sorter HP" permits to process a system on high production rate up
to 1000 kg./hour.

3. 7

SWOT Analysis
As we look at our SWOT analysis to follow, we are in a greater overall position.

We have stronger strengths than our weaknesses, particularly new system development
of what our customers need in terms of performance and colorless detection. We also
have attractive opportunities. However, we have threats in competing against duplicate
system competition from the other countries.
3. 7 .1

Strengths
(1)

New technology of Sonic System that can detect colorless contamination.

(2)

The most compact system.

(3)

Easy to handle by the mill people.

(4)

Very low maintenance and spare part costs.
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(5)

Guaranteed high performance.

(6) Options easily adaptable to the actual mill conditions.
(7)

Superior recognition rate.

(8)

Product differentiation.

(9)

The system is suitable to work under very critical environment condition

where high contaminated in cotton is processed.
(10) Higher selectivity due to 256 sensors and 56 high speed ejection air valves.
(11) Minimal loss of non faulty material. As a rule less than 0.2% of the total
amount of the production.
(12) Ideal Positioning.
(13) Offer reasonable price on high quality and unique products.
(14) Strong and good relationships with customers.
(15) The Sorter performs best when positioned at the end of the opening line,
after cleaning. Here, the fibers are opened to their maximum. The detection of
foreign material will be more effective as the risk of contamination hidden in
fiber is practically non-existent. In addition, the number of fiber attached to the
contamination will be much lower. The basic color of the cotton is much more
even.
(16) Long life time of sensors compare to cameras system. The first sorter is
working now for around three and a half years and we have never changed a
sensor or a sensor print.
3.7.2 Weaknesses
(1)

No references in Thailand.

(2)

Customer worries and reluctance to take a risk of being the first user

because they did not see how the real machine runs.
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(3) No customer services unit yet.

3.7.3

(4)

No spare part stock available.

(5)

Take time on making machinery.

(6)

Limitation of sales force.

Opportunities
(1)

After a period oftime, customers recognized the competitor's sorter did not

meet their expectation.
(2)

Expansion of spinning line.

(3) Building international brand image.
(4)

Competitive advantage in term of new technology.

(5)

Economic outlook is recovering.

(6)

Customers concern more over quality.

3.7.4 Threats
(1)

The duplication system of sorter from China and India

(2)

Insecure in terrorist, uncertainty of war between USA and Iraq can effects

the decision of investment.
(3)

Dumping price of competitors.

(4)

Labor cost in Thailand is still low compared with other developing

countries.
(5)

No advance law and regulations to protect workers from working

environment hazard.
(6) Lack of skilled person and knowledge in technology.
(7)

Unstable situation at border southern Thailand.
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IV.

4.1

MARKETING PLAN

Marketing Objectives
To introduce the new development system to the market
To encourage customers to initially try the new system
To get references of our product in Thailand
To start to gain market share of sorter business

4.2

Positioning
We position our product as high quality, high performance, and ideal system.

The sonic system of Loptex sorter is an option install over the standard system and it
can provide colorless detection in raw cotton. This system is unique and patent. It has
been specially developed to meet the requirements of customer.

4.3

Marketing Mix

4.3 .1

Product
New product development: We will focus on using the strongest competitive

advantage of the detection colorless system which any competitors do not have such a
system to penetrate the market. We have the latest and patent of new technology called
Sonic System, the system operate by transmit Sonic wave to detect white and colorless
PP, PAE and similar materials, as well as solid objects of the same color as the cotton.
This system also detects hidden objects of a density higher than cotton fibers. This
system is unique and being need of every cotton spinning mills.
Product variety: The customers have a varieties of different type of spinning
machine so we have flexible alternative design to fit in each brand of spinning line. The
flexibility of the Sorter concept offers a suitable type for every customer's need.
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We also designed our system to be the most compact and compatible for every
spinning mill even they have limited space. We can install the system on the ceiling.
Performance Guarantee: We guarantees that the Sorter will detect and reject
with an effectiveness of 85% all foreign materials the surface of which exceed square
centimeter/lcm by lcm.
For the Optical System, this relates to foreign materials the brightness of which
is clearly different from the brightness of the raw material. For the Sonic System, this
relates to all foreign matter the density of which is superior to the density of the cotton
flocks. As a matter of fact, the Sorter with Sonic System implements a double control
on contaminations.
In such conditions the quality of good fibers rejected usually will not exceed 0.1
to 0.4% of the material processed. However, in case of highly contaminated fiber and
scarce opening of the cotton, the percentage can be higher.
4.3.2 Price
To accomplish and get into the market, first we set up the standard price and
before we give further discounts, we start to exclude one by one our extra costs. Then,
we give additional discounts for quantity or incentives for trials and first two customers.
This is the best appropriate in order to encourage customers to initially try our product.
We will give special discount up to 30% from its standard price. We will ask only 20%
down payment, and 80% against irrevocable and confirmed L/C, guaranteed by a first
class Italian bank. We can extend payment period up to 180 days after BIL.
4.3.3

Place
Seminars: We will arrange the seminar to introduce our system to the customer.

The invitation will be send to the owner, factory manager, production manager of each
spinning mills. The seminar will be held in the hotel center of Bangkok. The attended
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will receive full catalog and will join buffet lunch together to have a conversation and
exchange the idea. The technician and sales manager of Loptex will come directly to
introduce and describe the specification of the system to the customer.
Direct Mail: Catalog of Loptex included other company's products will be sent
to the customers by direct mail.
Sales force: We will use sales force to follow up and to give more information
direct to the customer. Personal selling is an effective way for us to offer the sorter. We
use our salespersons to present, acknowledge our system and building relationships with
customers, also to create enquiry and order.
Key Performance Indicators (KPI) will be set up to control and measure
performance of sales force. We will set KPI, which requires up to 75% to pass the
performance, into 4 categories as following:
(1)

Visiting of3 customers per day: Included existing and new customer

(2)

15 Market surveys: Survey of type and quantity of company's product that

customers are using currently to know market share of the company. Sales force has
to submit market surveys to marketing manager every month. The purpose is to help
us know our competitor's share too and the opportunity to sell other company's
product line.
(3)

Visiting of key customer as plan: Customer's visit plan will be plan by each

sales force in each area assigned by quarterly. Number of customer in the list will be
approximately 100 names and the sales force will have to revisit as list in every
quarter.
(4)

Attend to product training 1 hour per week: Training of technical knowledge

and new product will be provided to sales force every Tuesday.
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Advertising: After we have arranged the seminar and using sales force to follow
up the customer, we will advertise Loptex system in monthly Textile magazine with full
color page inside front cover for 6 months. We may extend up to another 3 months. We
will also add the information of Loptex system into the company's website.
4.3.4 Promotion
Sales Promotions: For the first two customers in Thailand, We will offer special
promotion includes the shipping, the packing, the installation costs and all the costs of
technician.
We offer special discount 25% for 2 years spare parts and extend additional 1
year warranty.
Free Waste extraction system: Automatic vacuum extraction system of the waste
that includes a vacuum fan and separate waste collection bag and all connection ducts
from the Sorter to the waste collection system.
Free Cooling system: for the conditioning of the sorter system if the external
temperature exceeds 3 0°C
Erection and commissioning: during the system erection, we will absorb all costs
of the working hours of our technician, return air ticket, traveling time, as well as board
and lodging.
Returns: We will give the customer period of 90 days, which can extend up to
180 days, trial starting from the functioning of the system to ascertain whether the
guaranteed performance has been met. If not, the customer can resolve this contract in
case the system has been installed at the position recommended by Loptex and does not
meet the Performance Guarantee, with written notice to the seller within f4 days.
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4.4

Competitive Advantages
The main advantages of our Sorter, mainly resulting of its position at the end of

the opening line are as following:
4.4.1

Sonic System
We have the latest and patent of new technology, none of our competitors have

such a system, called Sonic System, the system operate by transmit Sonic wave to detect
white and colorless PP, PAE and similar materials, as well as solid objects of the same
color as the cotton. This system also detects hidden objects of a density higher than
cotton fibers.
4.4.2

Superior performap.ce in respect to the detection rate
Competitor's system working at the beginning of the line will need a depth of

the duct at least 120 mm and a width about 800 mm. When installed at the beginning of
the line the cotton is not as well opened as at the end of the line and big cotton flocks
can easily choke up the passage. It is common that contamination is hidden inside the
fibers and will not be detected at all. Making it wider in order to compensate somewhat
for the "Jam" would not change much, because the cotton is still not opened well
enough. Obviously this increases the risk of overlapping flocks.
Loptex Sorter being introduced at the end of the line can use a wider (1176 mm),
but not so deep duct (80 mm). Because of the smaller cotton flocks, there is simply no
danger of the duct being choked up.
4.4.3

Arrays of photo sensors vs. Cameras
LOPTEX is the first and only manufacturer to use 256 photocells divided in two

arrays of 128 each. All our competitors use cameras.
Cameras have a very narrow CCD array. As they have to monitor a measuring
field of 800 mm width, they have to be placed at a distance of more than 1000 mm. The
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detection performance will therefore be reduced as compared to an array, which is
positioned at a distance of only 200 mm. In addition the viewing angle and the distance
of viewing will differ. It is short and perpendicular in the center of the measuring field,
longer and at continuously different angles towards the edges.
The detection performance is further reduced by the use of mirrors, which can
attract dust deposits. Using cameras the mirrors are, however, necessary in order to
reduce the dimensions of the machine.
This may be very technical aspects, but there is another, commercially important
point: Cameras and photocells have theoretically an infinite lifetime; nevertheless over
the years replacements may become necessary. Photocells can be replaced individually
or in case of our SORTER in groups. Please, bear in mind that our competitors use 2
cameras (JOSSI) or 4 cameras (BARCO) in one system and they are expensive!
4.4.4

Comparative Tests
Extensive trials, which have led to a substantial sale in Germany have proven the

facts only about 20% of the contamination, which is detected at the end of the line, will
be detected already at its beginning. This explains why in case of a system installed at
the beginning, the yarn clearer cut rate (only cuts due to foreign fibers) will decrease
only by 0 % up to a maximum of 5%. With a system at the end of the line the same rate
will decrease by 20% up to 40%. The result is an increase in efficiency on the winders.
Or in case of high quality requirements the colored yam clearers can be set more
restrictive. And -another important fact -in this Open-end spinning mill we have
experienced considerably less ends down on the spinning frames.
4.4.5 Superior performance in respect to the loss of non-faulty material
A system, which removes contamination at the beginning of the opening line,
has to be designed so that it can remove large volumes. This is necessary because due to
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the poor opemng there will be a large quantity of good fibers attached to the
contamination. You will see that is uses only 6 valves, each of them will extract a
volume of 1920 cm3. The SORTER uses 56 valves, which removes a volume of only
134 cm3 each. The consequence of this design is that the amount of good fiber loss with
a system at the beginning is about 10 to 20 times higher (notwithstanding the poor
detection rate).
4.4. 6 Redundancy
One of the main tasks of the machines in the opening line is to clean the raw
material, to mechanically remove contamination as seed coats, vegetable matters and
trash. An optical sorting system has to be aimed at rare events as foreign fibers. If
installed to early in the line, it may, however, intervene also in case of the classical
contamination to be removed by the cleaning machines. And this is not the task of a
Sorting System.
4.4.7 Fully automated solution
The fiber loss of a system at the beginning of the line will normally not be
accepted by the mills. In such cases most customers will subsequently manually sort the
removed material. With a system at the end of the line, the loss is so small that the
material removed can be evacuated by a central waste collection system. This means
that only a system at the end of the line offers a fully automated solution.
4.4.8

Superior Design for End-of-Line Installation
An evaluation of the sorting systems available today has to start up with the

distinction that there are two different concepts offered to the Mills:
A first group proposes a system to be installed at the very beginning of the line,
a second one to be installed after opening towards the end of the line. LOPTEX
belonged to the second group from the very beginning and was actually the trend leader.
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Today, the most important Blow Room manufacturers have changed their opinion and
belong to the second group.
Rieter says: "This also demonstrates the advantage of a good tuft preparation.
Smaller tufts reduce the proportion of good fiber material removed".
Trutzschler says: Experience has revealed some limitations too, because large
and compact fiber tufts fully enclose and conceal many of the contaminants. In contrast
to the common believe, it was discovered that the vast majority of fibrous remain
essentially in tact even after the cleaning process and that only at the card the integrity is
severely damaged, leaving numerous individual fibers. And moved its system right to
the end of the line, before the cards.
A system working at the beginning of the line has to use a different measuring
duct, i.e. about 800 mm wide by 120 mm deep. The reason is that the cotton is not so
well opened and big cotton flocks can easily choke up the passage. Making it wider in
order to compensate somewhat for the "Jam" would not change much, because the
cotton is still not opened well enough. Furthermore a successful detection with only one
camera per side would not be possible anymore. Our sorter being introduced at the end
of the line can use a wider (1176 mm), but not so deep duct (80 mm). Because of the
smaller cotton flocks, there is simply no danger of the duct being choked up.
4.5

Marketing Plan Evaluation

The market plan evaluation will show us how successfulness of marketing plan
is and those evaluation will guide us to move on to the other directions or different plan.
Monitoring and controlling of marketing activities are such as annual-plan control,
profitability control, efficiency control and strategic control.
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For short-term marketing plan within 1 year after launched the plan, we will
focus on efficiency of sales force, advertising, and sales promotion to evaluate and
improve the spending efficiency and impact of marketing expenditures.
The key factors that we are using in evaluation of marketing plan in short term
are as following:

(1)

The number of people attended seminar: This number will show roughly

the possibility of the demand or interesting or planning to invest the sorter of each
spinning manufacturer.
(2)

The number of enquiry: This will show how the prospects interest in the

new sorter system and the possibility of being prospects and may turn to be the
customer. After the seminars, the sales force will follow up to see the feedback and
perception of the customer and to create the order.
(3)

The number of quotation: The quotation will show how many prospects are

ready to invest or they already have the budget. In this stage sales force will focus on
using marketing strategies and try to close sale.
(4)

The first two customer: The first two customer who decided to invest in

Loptex Sorter is the final evaluation of marketing plan in short term.
For long term plan, we define an order as an evaluation in marketing plan. An
order indicates how effective of marketing plan is. The plan succeeds once we have the
continue order and continue to penetrate to the market. That is starting point to gain
some market share and extending in spare parts line.
The another factor in evaluating mostly in sales force is the key performance
indicators for salespeople, 1) Three customer's visit per day 2) 15 Marketing survey of
each customer. 3) Visiting of 100 key customers quarterly and revisit by the following
quarter. 4) Training of product and technical knowledge 1 hour in each week. These key
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indicators will help to monitor efficiency in their territories. They will be highly
motivated by pay and the chance to get ahead and satisfy their intrinsic needs, and less
motivated by compliments and security. The rep might be quite effective in producing
sales but not rate high with customers. Perhaps he is slightly better than the competitors'
salespeople, or his product is better, or he keeps finding new customers to replace others
who do not like to deal with him. An increasing number of companies are measuring
customer satisfaction not only with their product and customer support service, but also
with their salespeople. The customers' opinion of the salesperson, product, and service
can be measured by mail questionnaires or telephone calls.
Evaluations will assess the salesperson's knowledge of the company, products,
customers, competitors, territory, and responsibilities. Personality characteristics can be
rated, such as general manner, appearance, speech, and temperament. The sales manager
can review any problems in motivation or compliance.
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V.

5.1

CONCLUSION & RECOMMENDATION

Conclusion
Generally, the quality of cotton is determined by its color, fiber length, strength,

fitness and the degree to which the cotton is from contamination. Thus among others,
one of the important factors which makes the quality of raw cotton low, is
contamination. A contamination may be an impurity such as honeydew, plastics, jute,
grease, feathers, insects, and etc., which can affect the subsequent processes, product
appearance or product quality in general. Contamination causes to produce low quality
lint cotton, yarn and manufactured goods.
Stickiness tends to create problems not only for the ginner but for the spinner as
well. Stickiness will cause lint to stick to card clothing and draft rollers in subsequent
processes. Because of contamination, cotton becomes sticky and creates spinning
problems as well as creates waste by licking in rollers.
The sticky cotton can cause difficulties during ginning but the real problem
occurs at the cotton mills. Machinery can be fouled to the point that the cotton cannot be
processed.
In the spinning mill, they use their workers to detect the contamination in cotton
by hand picking. The workers are sitting on the trail where the cotton is passing
through. They hook the cotton up and try to find foreign materials and take it out. It is
very hard and ineffective to detect the contamination by the human eyes. The colorless
plastic or polypropylene is one of the biggest contamination problems in cotton.
Every spinning mill suffers from contamination of cotton in producing cotton
yarn. If their customer found problem in dyeing or damage in their fabric, they would
claim not only the flaw one but the whole lot Most of the spinning mills are afraid of
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that. They might lose their reputation and some customer to the competitors. In
European, it is now against the law by using people to detect such a contamination due
to their health protection. So most of them are looking for high technology machine
called "Sorter" to install in their spinning mill in place of using people due to reduce the
problem of contamination, get high quality of cotton, higher speed of production,
protect their worker's health and to be competitive in the markets.
There are many brand of Sorter in the market. Most of them are used by camera
system in detecting the contamination in cotton. Loptex comes into the market later than
the competitor but they come with new and high technology which is totally different
from other brands by using photo censors in detect foreign material. This Loptex' s
Sorter can also even detect the colorless contamination that is hardly seen by human
eyes. This technology is patent and unique. There is no other competitors have such
system. The marketing plan is to introducing and selling of our sorting system. In plan
we focus on product, price, place and promotion to try to get reference customers in
Thailand.
The product has its own strong competitive to the market with the new and high
performance technology as the demand of the market. Our product's positioning is the
new technology, high performance, can detect colorless contamination as market need.
The promotion will give the extra price for attracting the first two customers to try this
new system and being the references for us too. The other promotional such as free
optional of vacuum the cooling system, guarantee performance by taking back the
system if customer does not satisfy with the system performance as the agreement. We
will focus on using sales forces to give more information and trying to convince the
prospects to use the new system development.
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5.2

Recommendation
Loptex starts doing Sorter business later than the competitors about two years in

Thailand. The strongest brand in the market now is Jossi. The agent of Jossi is now
promoting their sorter by selling together with the new spinning line with a lot cheaper
price than retailing price. In my opinion, We are strong in the product itself, and price is
not the main problem. The main problem is we have no references in Thailand. I think it
is likely difficult to convince people that they are unable to visualize in mind even we
have a number of references from other countries. The competitors will try to convince
customer that our brand is too new and it is dangerous to take initiative even to the
prospect about our spare parts either. They are afraid to be the first user in Thailand.
They would like to see the actual machine running and to see the performance of the
system. The brochures and pictures or video presentation might not be viable enough to
convince the customers. We should offer the first two customers who must be a very
high potential prospect, a ticket to fly to see the machine running in reference
manufacturing in other countries. This way, prospect can see how machine works and it
will help a lot in decision making.
I think another factor to help in decision making is to give really extra price or
additional discount for the first customer under condition of being a showroom for us so
that the other prospects can come and see the real machine running. This way there will
be more chance to penetrate the market. Customer will have more confidence in
decision making because they have already the references in Thailand. Another problem
of after sales is the customers are afraid of services and spare parts due to new
technology and unique of Loptex Sorter. We will convince them that service and spare
parts are available in stock and the technician will be hired and trained for fixing and
maintenance for our Loptex Sorter.
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What I will suggest is to offer one year spare parts for free and another two years
spare parts with the special price to the customers when they decide to buy our sorter.
The system is not likely simple, the only mechanical parts to change upon its life
time. In case of the shortage of some spare parts we can deliver those spare parts
overnight by air freight and the technician will permanently stay in Asian regional and
arpve to service immediately. Another thing we should be ware of is the counterfeit
machine from China. They will focus only on price but not quality.
I strongly recommend in building long term relationship with customers. We
need not meet customers for selling purpose all the time. In future we may have some
business to do or related products to sell to those customers. We should focus on
customer relationship management both in short and long term plan.
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APPENDIX A
SAMPLE OF CONTAMINATION IN COTTON

St Gabriel's Library, Au

Figure I . I .

Contamination in Cotton.
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Figure 1.2.

Contamination in Cotton.
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